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Beaver Bonspiel 2: 11:30 a.m. 

Tossups by Harvard 4-for-S and Fab Four + Mark 

TOSSUP 1 
This molecule, which has t~e same molecular weight as carbon dioxide, 

has been implicated in both global warming and stratospheric ozone 
depletion but is certainly be~ter known for its properties as a general 
anaesthetic. FTP, name this not at all amusing compound. 

Answer: _N20_ or _NITROUS OXIDE_, prompt if "laughing gas" given 

TOSSUP 2. 
Kidnapped by gypsies at the age of four, this son of a customs 

official ended his career as a prosperous collector of customs for 
Scotland. In the intervening years, however, he managed to pen the 
classic treatise An Inquiry ~~to the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of 
Nations, a work which formed the basis for much of modern economic 
theory. FTP, name him. 

Answer: Adam _SMITH_ 

TOSSUP 3. 
If the Beaver Bonspiel allo·.lTs 6 players per team but only 4 of them 

can play at anyone time, how many possible combinations of 4-player teams 
can a team field? 

Answer: _15 

TOSSUP 4. 
From 3000 to 2000 BC, a gro~p of people expanded and migrated across the 

southern half of Africa . Th~s group spread Iron Age technology and 
agricultural advances, and as a result of their movements, almost all 
southern African languages a~e related to a common ancestral tongue. 
FTP, name this group. 

Answer: The _BANTU_ 

TOSSUP 5 
During the Cold War secret police forces were especially effective 

in maintaining respect for, o~ at least a healthy fear of, the state. 
Visitors to Modern Berlin are surprised that they can tour the former 
headquarters of such a police force, which was still active just five 
years ago. FTP, give the co~on name for the StaatssicherF-eitsdienst 
(SHTAHTS-zik-er-hites-deenst ) of the German Democratic Rep~Dlic. 

Answer: _STASI_i (accept S~AATSSICHERHEIT_sdienst if ans;·;ered 
before lase sentence) 

TOSSUP 6 
This WWII statesman said ": am a man who belongs to no o::e and who 

belongs to the whole world." For 10 points, name this man ·.lTho, while in 
exile, led the Free French. 
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Answer: Charles _DE GAULLE_ 

TOSSUP 7 
Along with Lou Gossett, he starred in Iron Eagle. Eight years later, he 

had the lead in the short-lived Class of '96. This year he can be seen as 
movie star/murder suspect Niel Abedon in Stephen Bochco's Murder One. 
For 10 points, name him. 

Answer: Jason _GEDRICK_ 

TOSSUP 8 
Even though it was unfinished when its author died, this mystery was 

turned into a successful musical. FTP, name this novel, Charles Dickens's 
last . 

Answer: _THE MYSTERY OF EDWIN DROOD_ 

TOSSUP 9 
It is the name of the battle in the Crimean War famous for the Charge of 

the Light Brigade. For 10 points, what is this name, one often confused with 
a Greek dessert. 

Answer: The Battle of _BALAKLAVA_ 

TOSSUP 10 
The Greeks under Alexander, the Romans under Caesar, the English 

under Elizabeth the First, the Mongols under Ghengis Khan -- you can battle 
all of them in what strategy game written by Sid Meier. 

Answer: _CIVILIZATION_ 

TOSSUP 11 
With the two games played there versus Seattle, Yankee Stadium has 

now hosted 100 post-season games. For 10 'points, what stadium is second 
on the list with 44, and very unlikely ever to host another? 

Answer: The _POLO GROUNDS_ 

TOSSUP 12 
First formulated between 1820 and 1822, it is a statement of the regular 

pattern of consonant correspondences presumed to represent changes form 
Proto-Indo-European to Germanic. For 10 points, name this law of 
linguistics. 

Answer: _GRIMM'S Law 

TOSSUP 13 
Thanks to the efforts of the Special Commission Against Terrorism, the 

"People's will" was on the verge of extinction by early 1881. Nevert:.heless, 
on the day he signed a proclamation announcing his acceptance of reform 
measures, the remaining members of the "People's Will" successfully 
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assassinated him. For 10 points, whose death led to the continuation of 
unlimited autocracy in Russia? 

Answer: _ALEXANDER II 

TOSSUP 14 
General Leslie Groves made a name for himself by heading up the 

military end of the Manhatten Project. Just proir to that, however, he was 
involved in another sizeable undertaking. For 10 points, what Arlington, Va. 
office complex did he help construct? 

Answer: The _PENTAGON_ 

TOSSUP 15 
We all know that Cal Ripken broke Lou Gehrig's record for consecutive 

games; but for 10 points, whose record did Gehrig break? 

Answer: Everett _SCOTT_ 

TOSSUP 16 
A radioactively decaying substance, a Geiger counter, a capsule of 

cyanide, a closed box, and a cat are all elements of a hypothetical 
experiment conceived of, FTP, by what quantum physicist? 

Erwin _SCHRO:DINGER_ 

TOSSUP 17 
Mona Van Duyn, Mark Strand, Richard Wilbur, Robert Penn ~·'arren, and 

Rita Dove have all been honored, FTP, as appointees to what prestigious 
literary position? 

_POET LAUREATE_ of the _UNITED STATES_ (Accept American, equivalents) 

TOSSUP 18 
John Jacob Astor founds the American Fur Company, Napoleon appoints 

his brother Joseph King of Spain, Joseph Louis Gay-Lussac isolates the 
element Boron, Francisco de Goya paints "The Third of May," and James 
Madison is elected President of the u.S. FTP, give the year. 

TO~L9 
In the ~~lave girl 

revealing the nam of the 
China, its title cha cte 

I final work of Pucci~i . 

... / _T~G~ 

stabs herself t.,...--...'" .... to keep from 
is set in imperial 

FTP, name this 
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TOSSUP 20 

First postulaced by Wolfgang Pauli, this sub-atomic particle was 
first observed by Clyde Cowan amd Frederick Reynes in 1957. It is 
subdivided into three groups, electron, mu, and tau, and has a likelihood 
of 1 in 200 million of colliding with matter as it passes through the 
Earth. FTP, name this neutral particle which could very likely 
constitute the "missing mass" of the universe. 

TOSSUP 21 
After she fell off the balance beam in the individual round of the 

Olympics gymnastics event, this competitor burst into tears in the belief 
that she had lost her chances for medal competition. Nevertheless, she 
went on to win che gold medal for the for the individual 
women's competition at the 1992 games. FTP, name this young woman, nicknamed 
"the painted bi~d" by her teammates on the Unified Team. 

_TATIANA GOUTSU_ (Goo-tsoo) 

TOSSUP 22 
A booth is constructed behind the house, and the roo~ ~s covered 

with thatch thin enough that the stars may shine through the spaces. 
For eight days the family sleeps inside the enclosure, holding special 
meals on the first, second, and eighth nights. in commemoration of the 
holiday. FTP, name this Jewish holiday, whose closest American 
counterpart is Thanksgiving. 

_SUKKOT_ 

TOSSUP 23 
This city, the la=gest in its state, ranks only 56th among US 

cities in popUlation, although its namesake airport is the 9th busiest in 
the country. It is home to the largest rose window in the Western 
Hemisphere, located in the Church of the Sacred Heart, a church recently 
designated America's thirty-first basilica by an illustrious visitor. 
FTP, name this first stop on the papal tour and largest city in New Jersey. 

TOSSUP 24. 
This painting which hangs in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, depicts 

two mythical figures running in darkness and looking back in anxiety. 
Art critics often comment that the physical forms are too perfect to be 
realistic; yet the painting continues to be one of Auguste Cot's most 
widely acclaimed works. FTP, name the painting. 

TOSSUP 25 
Warning: Two Answers requires. In Greek mythology, ~wo brothers who 

aided the gods in their struggle against Cronus were given the task 
of creating beasts and men, and endowing each with a particular gift. 
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When one brother gives all the attributes away to the ani~als, the other 
resorts to stealing fire from the gods and giving it to h~s creation, 
man. FTP, name these two Titans. 

_EPIMETHEUS and _PROMETHEUS_ 

TOSSUP 26 
The international association for this sport is abbrevia~ed FIE. In 

high school and collegiate competition, the men's teams ccnsist of three 
three-man squads . FTP, name the sport, whose equipment i~cludes masks, 
gloves, jackets, knickers, and foils. 
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Beaver Bonspiel 2: 11:30 a.m. 

r- Bonuses by Harvard 4-for-5 and Fab Four + Mark 

BONUS 1 
Composers have always been inspired to visits to places outside their 

homelands. Felix Mendelssohn was no exception, naming two symphonies for other 
countries. For 10 points each, give, in order, the nicknames of 
Mendelssohn's 3rd and 4th symphonies . 

Answer: _SCOTTISH_ and ITALIAN_ 

Now , FTP, give the nickname for one of his famous overtures, subtitled 
"or Fingal's Cave". 

Answer: _HEBRIDES Overture 

BONUS 2 
30-20 -10 Name the city. 

30. This city was once a great classical metropolis. In ancient times, it 
housed the great collection at the Library of Celsus 

20 . It is seen by many in the Christian tradition 
as the site to which Jesus's 
mother Mary was fled after the crucifixion and where she later was asslli~ed 

into heaven. The cathedral and burial site of John the Apostle are located in 
the nearby town of Selcuk. 

10. Located today in Western Turkey on the Aegean Coast, this city gave its 
name t 'o a Pauline epistle and was the site of one of the Seven Wonders of the 
World. 

Answer : _EPHESUS_ 

BONUS 3 
Reference works dealing with the European Union frequently become out 

of date. January 1, 1995 brought another wave of this obsolescence as 
three new nations joined the community. For 20 points, all or nothing, 
name all 3. 

Answer: _AUSTRIA, FINLAND, SWEDEN_ 

Now, tor 10 points, name the nation that last year popularly defeated a 
measure to enter the EU. 

Answer : _NORWAY_ 

BONUS 4 
Identify the author from his or her works. 30-20-10 . 

30- Assembling California 

20- Levels of the Game 

1.0- Encounters with the Archdruid 
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Answer: John _MCPHEE_ 

BONUS 5 
Name the musician from the following clues. 30-20-10. 

30- His given name was Simon Bernstein. 

20- After the break-up of his old band he became the frontman of 
a new group which draws its attention-grabbing name from an 
advertisement for fireworks. 

10- The annual traveling rock festival Lollapalooza was his 
brain-child. 

Answer: Perry ~FARREL_ 

BONUS 6 
Name the Shakespearean play from the last line for 10 points a piece. 

BONUS 7 

a. "Such a sight as this/ Becomes the field, but here shows much 
amiss/ Go bid the soldiers shoot". 
Answer : _HAMLET_ 

b. "We came into the world like brother and brother;/ And now 
let's go hand in hand, not one before another". 
Answer: _COMEDY OF ERRORS_ 

c. "So thanks to all at once and to each one,/ whom we invite to 
see us crown'd at Scone". 
Answer: _MACBETH_ 

25-10. Name this US state : 
25. All the Corvettes in the world are produced there. 
10. The first Saturday in May brings a crowd to its capital 

Answer: _KENTUCKY_ 

BONUS 8 
Name the nicknames of the following colleges: 5 points each 

1. University of California at Santa Cruz 
_BANANA SLUGS_ 

2. Marshall 
_THUNDERING HERD_ 

3. Oklahoma State 
_COWBOYS_ 

4. University of California at Santa Barbara 
_GAUCHOS_ 

5. Cornell 

6. Wisconin 
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BONUS 9 

Despondent over his inability to find a publisher for his manuscript, this 
author committed suicide . Several years later, his mother was able to publish 
the work post-humously and it won the Pulitzer Prize for fiction. For 10 
points each , name the author and the novel . 

Answer : John Kennedy _TOOLE_ _A CONFEDERACY OF DUNCES 

BONUS 10 
30-20-10 Name it. 

30- The 1908 Root-Takahira agreement upheld it . 

20- It was announced on March 20, 1900 but Sec. of State John Hay 

10- It called for equal commercial access to China for all nations 

Answer: _OPEN DOOR POLICY 

BONUS 11 
(25) In 1976, a town in Zaire was devastated by an outbreak of this virus. 

Its early symptoms resemble flu, but within 
ten days, those who contract it are almost certainly dead. For 5 points, name 
this virus which takes its name from the river valley in Africa where it was 
first identified, and is always preceded by the word "deadly" in news reports . 

ans . the deadly _EBOLA_ virus 

For 10 points, a recent book paints a haunting account of a near outbreak of 
Ebola in the United States . For 10 points, name it. 

ans . _THE HOT ZONE_ 

Finally, for 10 points , in what Virginia city did this scare occur 

BONUS 12. 
(30) 30-20-10, Identify the author from the works . 

30 - Reflections on the Psalms, A Grief Observed 

20 - The Screwtape Letters 

10 - The Chronicles of Narnia 

BONUS 13 
(30) Name the artist or the group that released each of the following 

pop hits (5 pts. apiece) : 

I Saw the Sign 

On Bended Knee 
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Take a Bow _MADONNA_ 

Stay the Night _CHICAGO_ 

I Can Love You Like That _ALL 4 ONE_ 

Breathe Again _TONI BRAXTON_ 

BONUS 14 
(20) For 5 pts. apiece, given the following college athletic programs, 

name the NCAA Division I conference to which they all belong. 

BONUS 15 

Brigham Young, Fresno St., Wyoming 
_W_estern _A_thletic _C_onference 

Iowa State, Colorado, Missouri -
_BIG EIGHT_ 

Murray St., Middle Tennessee St., Eastern Kentucky -
_O_hio _V_alley _C_onference 

Jacksonville, New Orleans, Texas-Pan American -
SUN BELT_ 

(30) Place the following American victories in the Pacific Theatre of 
WWII in chronological order: Spts. apiece, Spt. bonus for all 5 . 

Iwo Jima, Okinawa, Midway, Letye Gulf, Coral Sea. 

_CORAL SEA, MIDWAY, LEYTE GULF, IWO JIMA, OKINAWA_ 

BONUS 16 
(25) Identify the book of the Bible which contains each of the 

following verses (Spts. apiece): 

BONUS 17 
(25) 

"The Lord is my Shepherd; I shall not want." - PSALMS 

"The Israelites did everything just as the Lord 
commanded Moses." - _EXODUS_ 

"In the beginning there was the Word, and the Word was with 
God, and the Word was God." - _JOHN_ 

"Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth, for the first heaven 
and the first earth had passed away." - _REVELATION_ 

"There is a 'time for everything, and a season for every 
activity under heaven." - _ECCLESIASTES_ 

Spts. apiece - Name the musical that contains each of the 
following songs. 

I Still Believe -
If Ever I Would Leave You -

_MISS SAIGON_ 
_CAMELOT_ 
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Try to Remember that Kind of September - _FANTASTICKS 
Empty Chairs at Empty Tables - _LES MISERABLES_ 
Love Changes Everything - _ASPECTS OF LOVE_ 

BONUS 18 
(30) six states were admitted to the Union after 1891 . For five 

points apiece, list them in the order of their admittance . 
./' I 

_UTAH, OKLAHOMA, NEW MEXICO, ARIZONA, ALASKA , HAWAII 

BONUS 19 
(30) 30-20-10 Give the currently accepted name for the city, given 

old . variations. 

30 - To the Vikings, it was Miklagard . 
20 - To the Russians, it was Tsarigrad . 
10 - To the Greeks, it was Byzantium. 

_ISTANBUL_ (Constantinople NOT acceptable) . 

BONUS 20 
(20) "Ship of Fools" is the title shared by two unrelated works, one 

by a 20th Century American author and the other by a 15th 
Century Dutch painter . For ten p~ints apiece, give both names. 

Katherine Anne _PORTER_ and Hieronymous _BOSCH_ 

BONUS 21. 
(25) Mexico City. Munich. Montreal. Moscow . For 5pts . apiece, 

name the next five cities in order in this chronological 
list of Summer Olympics host cities . 

BONUS 22 . 
(30) French and Spanish are two of the fives most widely-spoken 

BONUS 23. 

Romance languanges. For ten points apiece, ranke the next three 
in terms of greatest number of native speakers. 

_PORTUGUESE_, _ITALIAN_, _ROMANIAN_ (must be in the right place) 

(30) Give the name of the actor who plays the following role on 
children's television shows : 

5 - Kaptain Kangaroo - _BOB KEESHAN_ 
10 - Mr. Wizard _DON HERBERT_ 
15 - Big Bird _CAROLE SPINNEY_ 

BONUS 24. 
(10) Time for a Shakespearean title bonus . First, for 10 points, 
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name the one Shakespearean 
play which has two apostrophes In its title. 

Answer: _LOVE'S LABOUR'S LOST_ 

For 5 points a piece, name the three Shakespearean plays with one, and only 
one, apostrophe--the puntuation mark, not the literary device--in their titles. 

Answer: The _WINTER'S TALE_, _ALL'S WELL THAT ENDS WELL_, 
and _A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM_. 


